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Information theory provides a natural set of statistics to quantify the
amountofknowledgeaneuronconveysaboutastimulus.Arelatedwork
(Kennel, Shlens, Abarbanel, & Chichilnisky, 2005) demonstrated how to
reliably estimate, with a Bayesian conﬁdence interval, the entropy rate
from a discrete, observed time series. We extend this method to measure
the rate of novel information that a neural spike train encodes about a
stimulus—the average and speciﬁc mutual information rates. Our esti-
mator makes few assumptions about the underlying neural dynamics,
shows excellent performance in experimentally relevant regimes, and
uniquely provides conﬁdence intervals bounding the range of informa-
tion rates compatible with the observed spike train. We validate this
estimator with simulations of spike trains and highlight how stimulus
parameters affect its convergence in bias and variance. Finally, we apply
these ideas to a recording from a guinea pig retinal ganglion cell and
compare results to a simple linear decoder.
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1 Introduction
How neurons encode and process information about the sensory environ-
ment is an essential focus of systems neuroscience. While much progress
has been made (Rieke, Warland, de Ruyter, van Steveninck, & Bialek, 1997;
Borst&Theunissen,1999),manyfundamentalquestionsremain.Whichfea-
tures of the sensory world do neurons extract (de Ruyter van Steveninck, &
Bialek,1988;Bialek,Rieke,deRuytervanSteveninck,&Warland,1991;Dim-
itrov, Miller, Gedeon, Aldworth, & Parker, 2003; Paninski, 2003b; Aguera y
Arcas & Fairhall, 2003; Sharpee, Rust, & Bialek, 2004)? How do correlations
within a spike train (Mainen & Sejnowski, 1995; Berry, Warland, & Meister,
1997; Reinagel & Reid, 2002; Fellous, Tiesinga, Thomas, & Sejnowski, 2004;
Abarbanel & Talathi, 2006) or between spike trains of different cells (Mas-
tronarde, 1989; Meister, Lagnado, & Baylor, 1995; Usrey & Reid, 1999) con-
vey information about the stimulus (Gawne & Richmond, 1993; Dimitrov
et al., 2003; Rieke et al., 1997; Brenner, Strong, Koberle, Bialek, & de Ruyter
vanSteveninck,2000;Warland,Reinagel,&Meister,1997;Stanley,Li,&Dan,
1999; Gat & Tishby, 1999; Reich, Mechler, & Victor, 2001; Schnitzer & Meis-
ter, 2003; Nirenberg & Latham, 2003; Schneidman, Bialek, & Berry, 2003)?
Are the tuning properties of sensory neurons optimized for their natural
enviornment (Rieke, Bodnar, & Bialek, 1995; Lewen, Bialek, & de Ruyter
van Steveninck, 2001; Simoncelli & Olhausen, 2001)? How does adaptation
optimizeinformationﬂowinsensoryneurons(Brenner,Bialek,&deRuyter
van Steveninck, 2000; Fairhall, Lewen, Bialek, & de Ruyter van Steveninck,
2001; Meister & Berry, 1999)?
Addressing such questions requires a reliable measure of how much
information about the sensory world is contained in a spike train. The av-
erage mutual information rate is a general measure of nonlinear correlation
between dynamic sensory stimuli and neural responses (Shannon, 1948;
Cover & Thomas, 1991). It does not assume a speciﬁc model for interpret-
ing a spike train, yet it bounds the amount of information available to any
method for reading or decoding a spike train. This quantity allows one to
measureinameaningfulwayhowefﬁcientlyneuralcircuitsencodethesen-
sorystimulus(Strong,Koberle,deRuytervanSteveninck,&Bialek,1998)or
evaluate on an absolute scale the performance of any decoding mechanism,
whether biological or artiﬁcial (Buracas, Zador, DeWeese, & Albright, 1998;
Warland et al., 1997).
A major obstacle to the broad application of mutual information mea-
surementstoneuralcodingproblemsisthatestimatingmutualinformation
from experimental data sets is difﬁcult. First, large data requirements of
naive estimation techniques restrict the use of information-theoretic analy-
sestopreparationswithlong-durationrecordings.Judgingtheconvergence
and bias of conventional estimators of entropy and mutual information is
difﬁcult (Treves & Panzeri, 1995; Paninski, 2003a), making the applicationEstimating Information Rates in Neural Spike Trains 1685
ofthesetoolsparticularlyproblematicinlimiteddatasets.Second,common
methods for estimating information rates require a heuristic judgement of
the duration over which the stimulus and response histories affect the re-
sponse (Theunissen & Miller, 1995). This subjective assessment can largely
dominate the ﬁnal estimate (Kennel, Shlens, Abarbanel, & Chichilnisky,
2005). Third, applying this heuristic precludes an objective estimate of a
conﬁdence interval for the information rate.
In this article, we address all of these shortcomings. We introduce a new
estimator of information rates for the analysis of neural spike trains that
(1) converges quickly to the true value in ﬁnite data sets, (2) requires no
heuristic judgements, and (3) alone among all other methods provides ac-
curate conﬁdence intervals bounding the range of information rates from
sources that most likely generated the observed data. The last issue is im-
portantbecauseitpermitsonetocompareinformationratesinastatistically
meaningful manner.
Webeginbydiscussinghowtorepresentaspiketrainasatimeseries,and
examine what the relevant quantities are for characterizing the information
in this representation. We introduce an estimator of information rate, de-
rivedfromKenneletal.(2005),andbrieﬂyreviewmajorissuesinestimating
thesequantitiesandtheirassociatedconﬁdenceintervalsinneuraldata.We
validate this estimator in simulation and discuss how stimulus parameters
inanexperimentaffectbiasandvarianceintheestimate.Finally,wetestthis
approach on spike data from a guinea pig retinal ganglion cell, calculating
the information rate and coding efﬁciency with conﬁdence intervals, and
comparing derived bounds to the performance of a simple linear decoder.
2 Quantifying Information in a Spike Train
We begin with several assumputions about how a spike train represents
information. These assumptions ought to be as encompassing as possible,
balanced by computational tractability, in order to handle two essential
features of neural systems:
1. Spike trains are lists of stereotyped action potentials occurring in
continuous time.
2. Spike trains are generated by a dynamical system with temporal de-
pendencies.
In this setting, only the spike times and number of action potentials in a
response can convey information about the stimulus.
We represent the spike train as the output of a symbolic dynamical
systemevolvingintime(Lind&Marcus,1996;Ott,2002;Gilmore&Lefranc,
2002). By symbolic, we mean that the representation of the spike train
is a sequence of integers with a ﬁnite alphabet. We select a short time1686 J. Shlens, M. Kennel, H. Abarbanel, and E. Chichilnisky
window δt termed the bin size, and count the number of spikes in each
time bin (MacKay & McCulloch, 1952; Strong et al., 1998; see also Rapp
etal.,1994).ThisisindicatedinFigures1dand1g.Theresultingtimecourse
of the observed response is represented by a symbol stream of integers
R ={ r1,r2,...,rN}, where each integerri is the number of spikes that occur
between times (i − 1)δt and iδt. Typically, δt is chosen such that each ri is
binary.
The bin size is the effective temporal resolution of the spikes train
(Theunissen & Miller, 1995; Reinagel & Reid, 2000). This coarse graining
of the spike train assumes that the relevant timescale of neural dynam-
ics is larger than the bin size. As a realization of the underlying symbol
source, the symbol stream is now amenable to tools from symbolic dynam-
icsanddatacompression(Willems,Shtarkov,&Tjalkens,1995;Kenneletal.
2005).
Information theory provides a framework for quantifying the transmis-
sion of information in any communications channel (Shannon, 1948; Cover
& Thomas, 1991; MacKay, 2003; Fano, 1961). In neural coding, the sensory
stimulus Sandneuralresponse Rareconsideredtherespectiveinputtoand
output of a lossy communications channel, represented probabilistically by
Figure 1: Block diagram of the entire estimation procedure divided into two
larger tasks of estimating the total entropy rate (upper-right box) (see sec-
tion 5.1). Simulate spike trains and bin at particular temporal resolution in
order to determine appropriate stimulus parameters (a–b). Perform experiment
and bin spike train at same temporal resolution (c–d). (e) Generate NMC samples
from the continuous distribution P(h(R) | data) (see section 3.1). Estimate the
noise entropy rate by recording multiple repetitions of a stimulus (f) and bin-
ning the resulting spike train (g) (see section 3.2). (h) Calculate P(h(R|t) | data)
using the adapted algorithm to also condition on phase time t. The result is NS
sampled distributions where t and i label the time and sample index in hi(t).
(i) Selecting L to be several times the autocorrelation width sufﬁces, although
more sophisticated algorithms exist (see appendix A). (j) Generate a stationary
bootstrap B to capture the autocorrelation in h(R|t) by acting as a surrogate
for the integer time indices t (see appendix A). (k) Draw multiple integers J
from a uniform probability distribution ∈ 1,...,NMC (see section 3.3). (l) Select
a set of samples {hi(t)} using B and J for the time and sample indices and av-
erage. Repeat this procedure to generate NMC samples from P(h(R|S) | data),
each time generating new sets B and J of time and sample indices (see equation
3.4). (m) Subtract off bias discovered in the bootstrap resampling (see equation
3.5). (n) Subtract individual samples of entropy rates to generate samples of
P(I(S; R) | data). The mean and quantiles of P(I(S; R) | data) provide the ﬁnal
estimate and conﬁdence interval bounding the range of likely average mutual
information rates (see section 3.5).Estimating Information Rates in Neural Spike Trains 1687
P(R|S) (for reviews, see Rieke et al., 1997, and Borst & Theunissen, 1999).1
In our framework, the stimulus could be a continuous or discrete signal,
but the response will always be a stream of discrete integers. The goal is
to quantify the nonlinear correlation or statistical dependence between the
stimulus and spike train response.
1 P(X) denotes the probability distribution of the random variable X, while P(X = x)
denotes the probability that X = x. For convenience, we sometimes abbreviate the latter
as P(x), where X is implied.1688 J. Shlens, M. Kennel, H. Abarbanel, and E. Chichilnisky
The classical functional for measuring statistical dependence between
two distributions is the mutual information log2
P(s,r)
P(s)P(r) (Fano, 1961), where
P(s)andP(r)aretheprobabilitiesofobservingstimuluss ∈ Sandresponse
r ∈ R. P(s,r)isthejointprobabilityfortheseevents.Oneusuallydealswith
the average of this statistic over the joint distribution (Cover & Thomas,
1991),
I(S; R) =

s∈S,r∈R
P(s,r)log 2
P(s,r)
P(s)P(r)
.
I(S; R) is the average mutual information and answers the question, How
much in bits, on average, do we learn about the observation r when we
observe s?2 The average mutual information can also be expressed as a
difference in the entropy H[·] of the distributions,
I(S; R) = H(S) − H(S|R) = H(R) − H(R|S),
where the entropy is deﬁned,
H(S)=−

s∈S
P(s)log 2 P(s),
and similarly for H(R). The average conditional entropy is H(S|R) = 
r∈R P(r)H(S|R = r), with
H(S|R = r) =−

s∈S
P(s,r)log 2
P(s,r)
P(r)
.
The beneﬁt of this formulation is that it is easy to generalize this quantity
to time series with temporal dependencies.
Inanon-Poissonspiketrain R,successivesymbolsrt−1,rt,...arenotsta-
tistically independent. The stationary distribution associated with a sym-
bol stream is the conditional probability distribution P(rt|rt−1,...,rt−D), in
whichthesymbolrt observedattimet dependson Dprevioussymbols. Dis
called the conditioning depth or the order of a Markov process. In a dynam-
ical system, the conditioning depth is potentially inﬁnite (Hilborn, 2000;
2 A second interpretation is to recognize that I(S; R) measures the Kullback-Leibler
divergence between the joint distribution and the product of the marginals and thus
measures how inefﬁcient the product of the marginal distribution is at encoding the joint
distribution (Cover & Thomas, 1991).Estimating Information Rates in Neural Spike Trains 1689
Ott, 2002), though in practice, measurements depend on a ﬁnite number of
previous symbols. In the limiting case, we deﬁne the entropy rate,
h(R) =
1
δt
lim
D→∞
H [P(rt|rt−1,...,rt−D)], (2.1)
with
H [P(rt|rt−1,...,rt−D)] =−

rt,...,rt−D
P(rt,...,rt−D)log 2 P(rt|rt−1,...rt−D).
h(R)hasunitsofbitspersecond.Theentropyratequantiﬁestheuncertainty
of the next symbol given knowledge of the inﬁnite prior history of the
underlying symbol source (Cover & Thomas, 1991; Kennel et al., 2005).
In a neuroscience context, the stimulus S and neural response R are two
dynamical time series. The generalization of the average mutual informa-
tion is the average mutual information rate expressed as the difference of
entropy rates,
I(S; R) = h(R) − h(R|S) = h(S) − h(S|R). (2.2)
This quantity expresses the average rate of novel information (bits per
second) that newly observed responses provide about the stimulus time
series. It is symmetric in the response and stimulus.
The average information rate can mask the contribution of speciﬁc stim-
uli or responses that are particularly informative because it is an average
over all pairs of stimuli and responses. It is of interest then to quantify the
information attributed to a single stimulus or neural response (DeWeese
& Meister, 1999; Brenner, Strong et al., 2000; Butts, 2003; Bezzi, Samengo,
Leutbeg, & Mizmori, 2002),
Isp(s)≡h(R) − h(R | S = s)
(2.3)
Isp(r)≡h(S) − h(S | R = r).
These speciﬁc information rates quantify the amount of information in a
single momentary stimulus or neural response. They are natural decompo-
sitions of the average mutual information rate,
I(S; R) =

r∈R
P(r)Isp(r) =

s∈S
P(s)Isp(s).
The speciﬁc information rates need not be positive, although the average
mutual information rate is always nonnegative (Fano, 1961; DeWeese &
Meister, 1999). We now discuss how to estimate these quantities from an1690 J. Shlens, M. Kennel, H. Abarbanel, and E. Chichilnisky
experimentaldatasetbyextendingestimatorsofentropyratefromprevious
work.
3 Estimating Information in a Spike Train
The deﬁnition of average mutual information rate, equation 2.2, provides
two alternatives for calculating the information rate in a neural spike train.
One can estimate the information rate by examining the reduction in un-
certainty by conditioning in stimulus space (Bialek et al., 1991) or response
space (Strong et al., 1998). Stimulus space can be high dimensional and con-
tinuous, and thus difﬁcult to sample experimentally. Therefore, we select
the alternate formulation,
I(S; R) = h(R) − h(R|S),
becausewecanestimatetheinformationratebymeasuringsolelytheneural
responses in a suitably designed experiment. In this framework h(R)i s
termed the total entropy rate, htotal,a n dh(R|S)t h enoise entropy rate, hnoise
(Strong et al., 1998). We estimate htotal and hnoise from separate data sets
recorded under different stimulus presentations and combine these results
to estimate the information rate I(S; R) = htotal − hnoise. Each step of this
entire procedure is outlined in Figure 1.
3.1 Estimating Total Entropy Rates. The total entropy rate htotal is the
average rate of uncertainty observed in a neural spike train response over
a (stationary) stimulus distribution. Experimentally, this means that we
present a stimulus to a neuron to sample all possible spiking patterns over
a long duration Nδt. Typically, Nδt ranges from several hundred to several
thousand seconds (Borst & Theunissen, 1999). The recorded spike train is
discretized at a small bin size δt, producing a list of integer spike counts
R ={ r1,r2,...,rN} where the subscript indexes time. These two steps are
diagrammed in Figures 1c and 1d. We have discussed in detail how to
estimate the entropy rate of a ﬁnite-length symbol stream in a related work
(Kennel et al., 2005), but we review these ideas brieﬂy here.
A paramount goal of entropy rate estimation is to determine the ap-
propriate conditioning depth Dof the underlying symbol source.3 We must
balancetheselectionof DasdiagrammedinFigure2betweentwoopposing
biases on the estimate:
 Unresolved temporal dependencies due to ﬁnite D
 Undersampled probability distributions due to ﬁnite N
3 The word length (Strong et al., 1998; Borst & Theunissen, 1999; Reinagel & Reid,
2000) is roughly equivalent to the conditioning depth D, but see Kennel et al. (2005).Estimating Information Rates in Neural Spike Trains 1691
Figure2: Selectingtheconditioningdepth Dcandominateentropyrateestima-
tion.ThispedagogicalﬁgurereproducedfromKenneletal.(2005)demonstrates
how temporal complexity and small data sizes affect entropy rate estimation
in a discrete Markov process (D = 10) and a symbolized logistic map (D =∞ ).
Both symbolic systems use binary alphabets and have a maximum possible
entropy rate of 1 bit per symbol. For O(106)a n dO(105) simulated symbols (left
and right columns, respectively), the entropy rate was estimated as a function
of conditioning depth ˆ h(D) using a naive entropy estimator (Miller & Madow,
1954). The dashed line is the true entropy rate calculated analytically. A com-
mon heuristic is to identify the ﬁnal estimate of entropy rate as the plateau on
this graph (Strong et al., 1998; Schurmann & Grassberger, 1996). This qualita-
tive assessment is not reliable and can fail in the limit of small data sets (right
column) and complex temporal dynamics (top row) (Kennel et al., 2005).
This requires selecting the appropriate probabilistic model complexity for
a ﬁnite data set, a classic issue in statistical inference and machine learning
(Duda, Hart, & Stork, 2001).
We resolve this problem by using a model weighting technique termed
context tree weighting, originally developed for lossless data compression
(Willems et al., 1995; Kennel & Mees, 2002; London, Schreibman, Hausser,
Larkum, & Segev, 2002; Kennel et al., 2005), following the spirit of the1692 J. Shlens, M. Kennel, H. Abarbanel, and E. Chichilnisky
minimum description length principle (Rissanen, 1989). This weighting,
along with local Bayesian entropy estimators (Wolpert & Wolf, 1995; Ne-
menman, Shalee, & Bialek, 2002), yields a direct estimator of the entropy
rate of R, ˆ htotal.
We consider the range of plausible entropy rates compatible with the ﬁ-
nite data set, not just a single point estimate. We take the Bayesian perspec-
tiveandviewtheestimate ˆ htotal astheexpectationofaposteriordistribution
of entropy rates most consistent with the observed data,
ˆ htotal =

htotal P(htotal | data) dhtotal.
The width of P(htotal | data) is a Bayesian conﬁdence interval about its esti-
mate. A wide (narrow) distribution implies large (small) uncertainty about
the estimate.
The numerical algorithm presented in Kennel et al. (2005) yields NMC
numerical samples {h∗
total} of the entropy rate drawn from P(htotal | data)
using Monte Carlo techniques (Metropolis, Rosenbluth, Rosenbluth, Teller,
& Teller, 1953; Hastings, 1970; Gamerman, 1997). This step is diagrammed
by Figure 1e. The mean of these NMC samples is the estimate of ˆ htotal,a n d
5% and 95% quantiles of this empirical distribution give a 90% conﬁdence
interval.
3.2 Estimating Noise Entropy Rates. The noise entropy rate hnoise mea-
sures the reliability of a neuron in response to a stimulus. This term quanti-
ﬁes the amount of uncertainty in the response that is not attributable to the
stimulus. This entropy rate can also be difﬁcult to estimate in a ﬁnite data
set. In this section we discuss how to extend the algorithm presented in
Kennel et al. (2005) for estimating h(R) to provide an estimator for h(R|S).
The quantity hnoise is a conditional entropy rate and thus a weighted
average over all conditional entropies,
h(R|S)=
1
δt

rt,hist
P(rhist,shist)H [P(rt|rhist,shist)]
=

h(R|S = shist)

S , (3.1)
where hist denotes all previous values up to but not including time t.
Thus, rhist and shist denote conditioning histories of response and stimu-
lus space, respectively. To calculate this quantity, we must average over
all possible stimuli (i.e., stimulus histories shist). This can be experimen-
tally infeasible because stimulus space might be continuous and high
dimensional.
A clever trick to circumvent this problem is to design an experiment
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trials (Mainen & Sejnowski, 1995; Bair & Koch, 1996; de Ruyter van
Steveninck, Lewen, Strong, Koberle, & Bialek, 1997; Strong et al., 1998).
Typically, a stimulus of duration of 5 to 30 seconds is replayed dozens to
hundreds of trials. The notion of phase time as used here refers to the time
elapsed since the beginning of the trial. We index the phase time (measured
in units of the time bin size δt) by an integer t ∈ [1,...,NS]. With NR re-
peated stimulus presentations, this generates a raster plot (see Figure 1f
or Figure 8), in which a neuron has received practically the same stimulus
history shist at each phase time t. In other words, we equate each moment
in phase time t with a particular stimulus history shist. We additionally as-
sume that each repetition of the stimulus is sufﬁciently long so each trial is
reasonably ergodic. This means
h(R|S)= h(R|S = shist) S
= lim
NS→∞
 h(R|t) 
NS
t=1. (3.2)
We emphasize that this assumption might not hold when NS is small
or the stimulus contains temporal correlations as commonly observed in
natural stimuli (Simoncelli & Olhausen, 2001). In practice, for each mo-
ment in phase time t we have observed NR draws from the unknown
conditional distribution P(rt | rhist,shist). In other words, each presentation
has conditioned the response on the same (unspeciﬁed) stimulus history
shist. The stimulus-conditioned response is the very distribution in equa-
tion 3.1 of which we need to calculate the entropy. The entropy of this
distribution, averaged over stimulus space (or phase time), is the noise
entropy.4
We use the same algorithm as previously used for ˆ htotal as a component,
this time forming a new context-tree-based estimate at each phase time t
from the NR histories. The observations or draws of this conditional distri-
bution are read off going “downward” in a raster plot as diagrammed in
Figure 3, but the conditioning history is back in phase time as usual. Each
of the NS trees is processed in Figure 1h, following Kennel et al. (2005),
providing NMC samples from P(hnoise(t) | data), the Bayesian posterior for
the instantaneous noise entropy rate. We denote the jth numerical sample
4 We note that the deﬁnition of the noise entropy rate differs from the method com-
monlyusedinpractice(Strongetal.,1998).Theaveragenoiseentropyrateisbydeﬁnition
the average over stimulus space of all individual noise entropy rates h(R|S = s). The di-
rectmethodcalculatestheaverageentropyacrossstimulusspaceforvaryingconditioning
depths; subsequently, it derives an entropy rate estimate from the average entropies. This
out-of-orderprocedureinpracticeavoidsmanycomplicatedextrapolations(Kenneletal.,
2005).1694 J. Shlens, M. Kennel, H. Abarbanel, and E. Chichilnisky
Figure 3: A diagram demonstrating how to estimate P(rt | rhist,shist) and, corre-
spondingly,thenoiseentropyrate ˆ hnoise(t),conditionedonaparticularstimulus.
Each row is a discretized spike train response to a repeated stimulus. The set
of NR time series ending prior to some moment in phase time t shows the
conditioning histories rhist, explicitly, and shist, implicitly. With NR samples of
histories, we use the context tree to predict each rt from its past history and
estimate ˆ hnoise(t) = H [P(rt|rhist,shist)], the instantaneous noise entropy rate.
of P(hnoise(t) | data)a sh∗
j(t). Averaging over those samples yields
ˆ hnoise(t) =
1
NMC
NMC 
j=1
h∗
j(t).
The estimated average noise entropy rate is then the average over all phase
times,
ˆ hnoise =
1
NS
NS 
t=1
ˆ hnoise(t). (3.3)
3.3 Estimating the Distribution of Noise Entropy Rates. In addition
to the estimate ˆ hnoise, we also wish to estimate the distribution of likely
values for the noise entropy, P(hnoise | data). Percentiles of this quantity will
provide conﬁdence intervals for ˆ hnoise. Thus far, we have only computed
samples from P(hnoise(t) | data) for every point in phase time. How do we
appropriately combine these NS sampled distributions into an overall dis-
tribution to provide for an error bar on ˆ hnoise?A tt h i sp o i n t ,o n em u s tm a k e
a philosophical decision about what types of variability are intended to be
represented by the conﬁdence interval. The proper procedure depends onEstimating Information Rates in Neural Spike Trains 1695
the intended use and interpretation of the estimated value. We identify two
sourcesofvariability,whichconceivablyoughttoberepresentedinauseful
conﬁdence interval:
1. Variability due to estimation error point-wise in phase time, because
only a ﬁnite number of repeats were recorded
2. Variability across the stimulus process itself, because only a ﬁnite
duration stimulus was presented
The ﬁrst source of variability quantiﬁes uncertainty in the noise entropy
rate pointwise in phase time due to ﬁnite samples (NR). Within typical data
sets (NR ranges from 50–1000 repetitions), the width of this distribution,
P(ˆ hnoise(t) | data), tends to be narrow, and thus the variability attributable
to point-wise estimation error is small (see, for instance, Figure 8, bottom).
The second source of variability is more subtle and often not explicitly
recognized. Most often, we want to estimate h(R|S) from the data, where S
isthestimulusprocess,nottheindividualstimulustimeseriesactuallyused
in the experiment. In principle, to estimate this variability, we would repeat
our experiment with many stimulus time series, each with many repeats;
thevariabilityacrosstheensembleofrasters(whereeachrastercorresponds
toauniquestimulustimeseries)wouldreﬂectthevariabilityinthestimulus
process. In practice, long-duration recordings are difﬁcult, and thus only
a single raster plot is measured in response to a single instance from the
stimulusprocess.Thus,thegoalsetforthistoestimatethevariabilityacross
an ensemble of raster plots from just a single raster plot. We employ a
bootstrap procedure, detailed below, to achieve this goal.
Because the underlying stimulus process is (presumed to be) unob-
served, the variability in the stimulus process is instead reﬂected in the
range of spike patterns observed across phase time in a raster plot (see
Figure4a,toppanel).Inpractice,weﬁndthissourceofvariabilityquitelarge
because a neuron can ﬂuctuate from nearly determinstic silence (hnoise ≈ 0)
to bursting activity (hnoise   0) (see Figure 4a, top panel at t = 200, 400 ms,
respectively) depending on the stimulus.
In order to estimate the effect of variation across the stimulus process,
we use a generic time-series bootstrap of the observed effect of stimulus
variationon ˆ hnoise(t)toestimatetheexpectedconsequenceson ˆ hnoise.W eﬁnd
ensemblesofnoiseentropyratesbasedonresampledrasters,asiftherewere
anewstimuluscomposedofrandomizedsegmentsoftheoriginalstimulus.
A bootstrapped sample is
h∗
boot =
1
NS
NS 
t=1
h∗
Jt(Bt). (3.4)1696 J. Shlens, M. Kennel, H. Abarbanel, and E. Chichilnisky
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Figure4: Effects ofcorrelationandspike rateonbootstrapprocedureona short
repeatedstimulussegmentfromexperimentaldataset(δt = 4 ms;seesection5).
(a) Top: original raster plot. Middle: raster with phase time indices B resampled
uniformly with replacement. Bottom: raster with phase times indices B resam-
pledusingstationarybootstrapprocedure.(b)Conditioningonaconstantspike
rate. Left: noise entropy samples h∗
boot versus ﬁring rate r∗ over bootstrapped
samples, demonstrating typical linear dependence (dashed line). Right: noise
entropy samples corrected using linear Ansatz. The width of the distribution in
h∗
boot (vertical dispersion) is substantially lowered using this procedure.
where,foreachsample h∗
boot, Bt isadrawoftimeindicesin[1...NS](details
discussed below) and Jt is a uniform random draw from the sample indices
[1, NMC]withreplacement.Procedurally,wedrawarandombootstraptime
seriesB ={ B1,...,BNS}oftimeindicesand,ateachofthosemoments,drawEstimating Information Rates in Neural Spike Trains 1697
oneofthe NMC samplesfromthepoint-wiseestimatedposteriorandaverage
them to give one bootstrap sample, h∗
boot.5
We employ the basic bootstrap interval (Davison et al., 1997) to remove
biasdiscoveredduringtheresamplingprocedure.Thebasicbootstrapinter-
valpresumesthatthedistributionof ˆ hnoise − hnoise (wherehnoise isunknown)
may be identiﬁed with the distribution of h∗
boot − ˆ hnoise (where h∗
boot has been
sampled by the bootstrap). Samples of our estimate for the distribution of
the noise entropy rate h∗
noise are computed using equations 3.3 and 3.4:
h∗
noise = ˆ hnoise − (h∗
boot − ˆ hnoise) = 2ˆ hnoise − h∗
boot. (3.5)
These samples are a hybrid Bayesian and bootstrap estimate of the distri-
bution of hnoise, and quantiles of h∗
noise provide conﬁdence intervals for the
noise entropy.
TheappropriateprocedureforchoosingBissubtlebecausetheneuralre-
sponse contains signiﬁcant temporal correlations across phase time. These
correlationsmaybeduetorefractoryneuraldynamicsaswellastheeffectof
nearly overlapping stimuli within small shifts of phase time. These correla-
tions in phase time create correlations between ˆ hnoise(t)a n dˆ hnoise(t + 1) and
are reﬂected in the raster plot by the thickness of each burst of activity (or
silence) in Figure 4a, top panel. A naive bootstrapping procedure for B is to
uniformly draw random time indices (with replacement) from [1, NS]. This
standard procedure would result in creating the raster plot in Figure 4a,
middle panel. Clearly, this procedure fails to capture the autocorrelation
structureevidentinFigure4a,toppanel.Correspondingly,whensigniﬁcant
response autocorrelation exists, a naive bootstrap that presumes point-wise
independence in phase time, this procedure will profoundly underestimate
the true variance of ˆ hnoise across the underlying stimulus process.
To account for this signiﬁcant correlation, we propose drawing boot-
strapped phase times using a procedure developed by Politis and Romano
for correlated time series (Politis & Romano, 1994; Politis & White, 2004).
ThePolitis-Romano(PR)bootstrapprocedurecreatessurrogatetimeindices
Bconsistingofvarying-lengthblocksofconsecutivephasetimes(eachblock
starting at random phase times), whose purpose is to capture most of the
the autocorrelation structure in ˆ hnoise(t) (Figures 1i and 1j; see appendix A
for details). This correlation structure can be quite large at small bin sizes
or with stimuli exhibiting long temporal correlations (e.g., natural stimuli).
Returning to Figure 4a, the phase time indices B are now resampled using
the PR bootstrap. This bootstrap procedure captures the autocorrelation
structure evident in the response (Figure 4a, bottom panel). With this boot-
strap, the conﬁdence interval calculated as quantiles on equation 3.5 better
5 Note that if one did not want to include the stimulus variation in the conﬁdence
interval, one would select Bt = t.1698 J. Shlens, M. Kennel, H. Abarbanel, and E. Chichilnisky
capture the variability due to the underlying stimulus process. The conse-
quences of this source of variability are discussed further in the application
of this estimator.
3.4 Conditioning Noise Entropy Rate on a Fixed Spike Rate. Entropy
rates are signiﬁcantly correlated with the spike rate. For example, periods
of silence in a raster plot correspond to ˆ hnoise(t) = 0 reﬂecting practically
deterministic activity (Kennel et al., 2005). Thus, sample h∗
boot will contain,
by random chance, phase time indices B with fewer or greater periods of
time with absolute silence signiﬁcantly effecting its value. Figure 4b (left
panel) demonstrates this empirically linear, systematic effect.
Thissourceofvariabilityisartiﬁciallyintroducedbytheresamplingpro-
cedure. Samples drawn with larger (smaller) proportions of phase times B
with spiking activity exhibit higher (lower) entropy rates. We may null out
this source of variability by adapting the resampling procedure. Concep-
tually, we are now estimating h(R|S, rate = r0), where r0 is the empirically
estimated average spike rate. For each moment in phase time t, we estimate
the instantaneous spike rate r(t). For each bootstrap sample h∗
boot, there is a
corresponding set of phase time indices B and spike rate r∗ = 1
NS

t r(Bt).
We use least squares to ﬁt a linear Ansatz between the sample spike rate
and entropy rate, h∗
boot ≈ α + β(r∗ − r0), where {α,β} are determined with
an ordinary least squares ﬁt (see Figure 4b, left panel, dashed line). Each
entropy rate sample is corrected as if it had spike rate r0,
h∗∗
boot = h∗
boot + β(r0 − r∗). (3.6)
These corrected samples can be plugged into equation 3.5, replacing h∗
boot.
This procedure corrects for variability introduced by the bootstrap proce-
dure, which is seen primarily through the altered spike rate and effectively
shrinks the conﬁdence interval of the noise entropy distribution when this
effect is removed.
3.5 Estimating Mutual Information Rates. We now have all of the
elements necessary to estimate the speciﬁc and average information rates.
We remind the reader that the ergodic assumption in section 3.2 equated
a speciﬁc stimulus history with a particular moment in phase time (i.e.,
shist ∼ t).Becausethetotalandnoiseentropyratedistributionsareestimated
from separately recorded experimental data sets, we can simulate samples
of the likely information rates by drawing independent samples from the
posterior distributions and taking their difference,
I∗ =h∗
total − h∗
noise (3.7)
I∗
sp(s)=h∗
total − h∗
noise(t). (3.8)Estimating Information Rates in Neural Spike Trains 1699
This step is diagrammed in Figure 1n. The mean of these samples gives the
estimated information rate, and the central portion gives a mixed Bayesian
and bootstrap conﬁdence interval on the range of information rates con-
sistent with the data. We now test these ideas in simulation and highlight
results on an experimental neural data set.
4 Testing the Estimator with Simulation
In previous work (Kennel et al., 2005), we validated and compared the per-
formance of our estimator for the total entropy rate using simulations of
nonlinear dynamical systems. In summary, we found that our estimate
was asymptotically unbiased and converged reliably and rapidly com-
pared to other estimators (Strong et al., 1998; Lempel & Ziv, 1976; Amigo,
Szczepanski, Wajnryb, Sanchez-Vives, 2004; Kennel & Mees, 2002; London
et al., 2002; Kontoyiannis, Algoet, Suhov, & Wyner, 1998). Furthermore, the
sizeoftheconﬁdenceintervalestimateprovidedbytheentropyrateestima-
tor well matched the variation in entropy rate under sample ﬂuctuations.
We now examine the convergence of our estimators and the conﬁdence
interval of ˆ htotal and ˆ hnoise using a simulation of an inhomogeneous Pois-
son neuron with an absolute and relative refractory period (Nemenman,
Bialek, & de Ruyter van Steveninck, 2004; Victor, 2002). The parameters of
this model have been chosen to approximate the statistics of a real neuron
and binned at δt = 4 ms; see appendix B for details. The goals of these sim-
ulations are to (1) validate our estimates of ˆ htotal, ˆ hnoise and their asssociated
conﬁdence intervals and (2) judge the necessary amount of data required
for a good estimate in real neural data.
4.1 Testing Convergence. We examined the convergence of ˆ htotal using
an inhomogeneous refractory Poisson simulation whose parameters are ﬁt
to model the temporal dynamics of a recorded neuron (see appendix B).
In previous work we detemined that this estimator is asymptotically un-
biased (Kennel et al., 2005). We judge the convergence and consistency of
the estimator about an approximate truth (Nδt = 4000 s, NR = 3000 trials,
NSδt = 32 s; see also Nemenman et al., 2004) by examining the estimator
bias and variance. For each duration Nδt, we generated 100 independent
data sets and computed ˆ htotal for each data set. In Figure 5a, the estimator
bias is the difference between approximate truth and the mean of these 100
independent estimates. The estimator variance is the square of the accom-
panying error bar, and it measures the intrinsic ﬂuctuations in this random
process. We emphasize that this error bar is not the estimated conﬁdence
interval, but rather is the actual posterior distribution of entropy rates,
whichwewillestimatelater.Overincreasing Nδt,theestimatorvariancede-
creases,and within125sof data,thebiasandvariance(normalizedby ˆ htotal)
are, respectively, less than 0.2% and 1.3%, suggesting a well-converged es-
timate.1700 J. Shlens, M. Kennel, H. Abarbanel, and E. Chichilnisky
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Figure 5: Convergence of entropy rate estimates on a simulated refractory
Poisson neuron. Shown are ensembles over 100 different data sets; error bars
give sample standard deviations over the data set ensembles. Dashed line is ap-
proximate truth (Nδt = 4000 s, NR = 3000 trials, NSδt = 32 s). (a) Convergence
of ˆ htotal in N.(b)Convergenceof ˆ hnoise in NS foraﬁxednumberoftrials NR = 400.
(c) Convergence of ˆ hnoise in NR for a ﬁxed trial duration NSδt = 8s .
Examining the convergence of ˆ hnoise is more subtle because the estimator
contains two parameters, NR and NS. Because the convergence is difﬁcult
to visualize in multiple dimensions, we instead examine the convergence
along each parameter while holding the other ﬁxed at a reasonable value.Estimating Information Rates in Neural Spike Trains 1701
In Figure 5b, we again generated 100 independent data sets. This time each
data set is an entire raster plot with NS varied and NR = 400 trials ﬁxed.
Each data set contains a new instantiation of the random process, as well
as a new driving ﬁring rate (λ2) over NSδt seconds (see appendix B). The
bias is the difference between approximate truth and the average of these
100 estimates. The estimator variance is again the width of the posterior
distribution of entropy rates, although the posterior distribution of ˆ hnoise is
calculated by applying the stationary bootstrap (see section 3.3) to account
for correlations in time. The estimator bias remains small (<1% of ˆ hnoise),
yet the estimator variance shrinks as NS increases.6
Finally in Figure 5c, we judge the convergence of ˆ hnoise over NR while
holding NSδt = 8 s ﬁxed. In this panel, each data set is a new instantiation
of therandom process butretainsthesameﬁringrate (λ1).UnlikeFigure 5c,
we do not select a new ﬁring rate time series because we are interested
in showing the signiﬁcant effect of NR on bias, and drawing new ﬁring
rate time series partially obscures the effect by submerging it in additional
variance. The estimator bias is profound at small NR, dominating the mag-
nitude of the variance (Paninski, 2003a); however, by NR = 400 trials, the
bias is well contained within the variance of the estimate. Thus, we ﬁnd
that NR dominates the bias in ˆ hnoise as compared to NS.I no t h e rw o r d s ,NR
dominatesthebias,while NS dominatesthevariancealmostindependently.
Thus, variations across phase time (or stimulus histories shist), but not the
error bar for individual ˆ hnoise(t), explain most of the variance in ˆ hnoise.W e
return to this point in section 6 in discussing how to select experimental
parameters for estimating these quantities.
4.2 Testing the Conﬁdence Interval. We now examine how well the
conﬁdence interval, which can be estimated from a single data set, can
replicate the actual variation of the underlying estimate seen in a large
ensemble of new data sets. To test the conﬁdence intervals for ˆ htotal,w e
again generate 100 independent data sets with a ﬁxed Nδt. For each data
set, we calculate ˆ htotal and the associated single trial conﬁdence interval.
We plot these estimates as circles and error bars sorted by increasing ˆ htotal
in Figure 6a (Nδt = 125 s). First, we note that approximate truth (dashed
line) is contained within 90% of the individual conﬁdence intervals. This
indicates that the estimated conﬁdence interval is well calibrated.
To summarize these results, we calculate the following. We consider the
true distribution of this statistic (or posterior distribution of ˆ htotal)t ob e
the distribution of ˆ htotal (circles). The central 90% quantile of this posterior
6 As an aside, notice that we are combining a Bayesian and frequentist bootstrap
method for the estimator, and then testing it in a purely frequentist fashion (many draws
from the source). The size and location of a Bayesian error bar need not match exactly
the result from a frequentist-style experiment, but the general compatibility of the results
here gives reassurance there are no peculiar anomalies.1702 J. Shlens, M. Kennel, H. Abarbanel, and E. Chichilnisky
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Figure 6: Testing the conﬁdence interval of ˆ htotal. (a) Individual estimates and
associated 90% conﬁdence intervals of 100 independent data sets of length
Nδt = 125 s(circles).Averageoftheindividuallyestimatedconﬁdenceintervals
(triangle). 90% quantile on the distribution of ˆ htotal (circles), which measures
actualposteriorofhtotal (square).Thehorizontaldashedlineisapproximatetruth
(Nδt = 4000 s). (b) Comparison between average lower and upper conﬁdence
interval limits (triangle) and posterior distribution (square) across Nδt. Across
varying data set lengths, conﬁdence intervals are well calibrated and engulf
approximate truth.
distribution is denoted by the left-most square (see Figure 6a). We compare
this error bar to the average lower and upper limits of the 100 individual
conﬁdence intervals (see Figure 6a, triangle). In Figure 6a, the average
upper and lower limits contain approximate truth and match the estimated
posterior distribution. We use these two statistics as a summary of the
calibration and compare the two across varying Nδt (see Figure 6b). Across
varying Nδt, the average conﬁdence interval matches the true posterior
distribution and engulfs truth.
We repeat this same procedure for examining the conﬁdence interval in
ˆ hnoise across NS and NR (see Figure 7). In Figure 7a, we again draw a new
instantiationoftherandomprocessandtheﬁringrate(λ2)foreverysample,Estimating Information Rates in Neural Spike Trains 1703
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Figure7: Testingtheconﬁdenceintervalof ˆ hnoise acrossvariationsin NS and NR.
(a) This ﬁgure follows Figure 6. Each circle is an independent data set (raster)
with NSδt = 8sa n dNR = 400trials.(b)Comparisonbetweenaveragelowerand
upper conﬁdence interval limits (triangle) and posterior distribution (square)
across NSδt with NR = 400 ﬁxed. (c) Comparison between average lower and
upper conﬁdence interval limits (triangle) and posterior distribution (square)
across NR with NSδt = 8 sﬁxed.Acrossvarying NS and NR,conﬁdenceintervals
are well calibrated and engulf approximate truth (dashed line, NR = 3000 trials,
NSδt = 32 s).1704 J. Shlens, M. Kennel, H. Abarbanel, and E. Chichilnisky
and we make use of the stationary bootstrap to account for correlations
within ˆ hnoise(t).InFigure7c,werepeatthesameprocedure,thistimevarying
NR while keeping NSδt = 8 s. This is in contrast to Figure 5, where we did
not draw new ﬁring rate time series. The reason for this is that previously,
the purpose was to demonstrate only the result that bias depends primarily
on NR; the additional variability induced by draws of new time series from
the ﬁring rate process would be irrelevant and would obscure the effect we
intended to demonstrate. Now, however, the magnitude of the ﬂuctuations
and whether our estimation technology can account for them is the central
object of interest, and so it is appropriate to account for this source of
variability in the data-generating process. In summary, we ﬁnd that the
hybrid Bayesian-frequentist conﬁdence interval is well calibrated for ˆ hnoise
across a range of NR and NS in our example.
5 Results
We now bring these tools to bear on neural data from a guinea pig reti-
nal ganglion cell (RGC). These data were recorded extracellularly with a
multielectrode array (for experimental details, see Chichilnisky & Kalmar,
2003)andfull-ﬁeldbinarymonitorﬂickerat120Hzwaspresentedforalong
duration(Nδt = 1000s)andoverrepeatedtrials(NSδt = 9.5s ,NR = 660tri-
als) to sample the total and noise entropy rates, respectively. We isolated
spike times of individual RGCs using a simple voltage threshold procedure
and associated distinct clusters of spike times with individual neurons in
a spike waveform feature spikes (Frechette et al., 2005). We present this
analysis in full on a single RGC in Figures 8 to 11.
We selected the spike times of one well-isolated ON-type RGC (con-
tamination rate <0.02; Uzzell & Chichilnisky, 2004), binned at 4 ms, which
appeared relatively stationary over the duration of the experiment (see
Figure 8). We qualitatively judged stationarity by measuring ﬂuctuations
in the ﬁring rate (7.9 ± 0.9 Hz) and the spike-triggered average (data not
shown). In spite of this selective screening, it should be emphasized that
nonstationarity exists in all recordings to varying degrees, as with most
other experimental recordings. This nonstationarity could result from ei-
ther changes in experimental conditions (e.g., temperature, cell death) or
adaptation over longer timescales (Fairhall et al., 2001; Baccus & Meister,
2002). Regardless, all of these variations could result in either an increased
noise entropy rate, a lack of convergence in our estimates, or an under-
estimation of the conﬁdence interval. Although we attempted to mitigate
these effects by careful control of experimental conditions, this issue is of
potential concern because nonstationarity violates a central assumption in
the deﬁnition of entropy rate.
5.1 Entropy Rates. Figure 9 examines the convergence of the entropy
rate across increasing durations of data. Only a single data set is available;Estimating Information Rates in Neural Spike Trains 1705
Figure8: ON-typeguineapigretinalganglioncell.Asmallportionoftheraster
from repeated trials of a stimulus. The conservation of spike times across trials
suggests that the neuron responds reliably and precisely to repeated presenta-
tions of the stimulus. The lower plot shows the speciﬁc information rate of the
retinal ganglion cell. The black dot is the estimate, and the gray shadow is the
95% conﬁdence interval. The average mutual information rate is 15.2 bits per
second.
thus, a complete examination of convergence and conﬁdence intervals of
the estimator across ensembles of data sets is not possible. As a rough
approximation, we instead artiﬁcially divide our single long data set into
K independent, smaller data sets. In Figure 9, this analysis is performed on
the total and noise entropy rate across for K ≤ 8 fractions of the original
data set. The ﬁnal estimate using the complete data set (K = 1) is displayed
with the horizontal dashed line. Individual subsampled estimates (circles)
converge to the ﬁnal estimate as the number of data (N, NR respectively)
increases. Single-trial 95% conﬁdence intervals engulf the ﬁnal estimate a
vast majority of the time, indicating that the conﬁdence interval provides a1706 J. Shlens, M. Kennel, H. Abarbanel, and E. Chichilnisky
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Figure 9: Convergence of entropy rate estimates (circles; error bar is 95% con-
ﬁdence interval). Each group of data points is an estimate from K ≤ 8i n d e -
pendent data sets subsampled from the complete data set. Horizontal lines are
entropy rate estimates from our estimator (dashed) and from the direct method
(dotted) (Strong et al., 1998). (a) Total entropy rate estimates across subsamples
of N.(b)Noiseentropyrateestimatesacrosssubsamplesof NR.Notethatsingle-
trial conﬁdence intervals from subsampled data sets engulf the ﬁnal estimate
using the complete data set.
reasonable bound on the range of potential estimates assuming more data
were available.
For the noise entropy rate (see Figure 9b), the conﬁdence interval is
calculated using the stationary bootstrap procedure with the ﬁring rate cor-
rection. The reason for selecting this type of conﬁdence interval is explored
in Figure 10 by examining estimates from data sets subsampled across NS.
The ergodicity assumption, equation 3.2, provides that each trial is long
enough to explore a reasonable range of response space to provide a good
estimate of P(R|S) and consequently ˆ hnoise. This assumption should be re-
ﬂectednotonlyintheestimate(circle)butalsotheconﬁdenceinterval,such
that different repeated presentations (i.e., subsampled NS) do not substan-
tiallydifferintheirvalues.Indeed,forthestandardbootstrapprocedure(seeEstimating Information Rates in Neural Spike Trains 1707
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Figure 10: Conﬁdence intervals of noise entropy rate estimation (symbols fol-
low Figure 9). Estimates use three different methods for calculating 95% conﬁ-
dence intervals. Each panel uses varying fractions K = 1,2,3,4 of the complete
data set to generate independent estimates. (a) Stationary bootstrap procedure.
(b) Standard bootstrap procedure for phase times B. (c) Stationary bootstrap
procedure correcting for spike rate. Note expanded axes in b.1708 J. Shlens, M. Kennel, H. Abarbanel, and E. Chichilnisky
Figure10b),theconﬁdenceintervalwouldindicateotherwise.Thissuggests
thatforshortstimuluspresentations,theergodicityassumptionisincorrect.
Incontrast,thecorrelatedbootstrapprocedure(seeFigure10b)properlyac-
counts for this uncertainty as the error bars indicate that these independent
samples are not statistically different. Furthermore, this result holds even
when removing systematic ﬂuctuations in the ﬁring rate introduced by the
bootstrap procedure (see Figure 10c).
We suggest that several features give encouragement that the entropy
rate estimates are fairly well converged. First, diagnostics, based on com-
plexitymeasuresintroducedinKenneletal.(2005)arewellconverged,sug-
gesting a reasonable ﬁrst check (data not shown). The convergence of these
diagnostics is necessary but not sufﬁcient for a well-converged entropy rate
estimate. The simulations in the previous section are the strongest evidence
for convergence. A model neuron with similar temporal dynamics, binned
at the same temporal resolution, provides well-converged ˆ hnoise and ˆ htotal
estimates within the total recording time of this neuron.
5.2 Information Rates of a Retinal Ganglion Cell. For this stimu-
lus distribution, we estimate the average information rate I(S; R)t ob e
15.2 ± [1.1,1.1] bits per second with 95% conﬁdence.7 The total entropy
rate of the response h(R)i s4 6 .5 ± [0.8,0.8] bits per second, providing an
average response efﬁciency
I(S;R)
h(R) = 32.8 ± [2.8,3.0]%. The response efﬁ-
ciency characterizes how much of the response capacity is exploited by the
neuron. Similar response efﬁciencies have been reported in neurons across
varying bin sizes (Borst & Theunissen, 1999).
Thestimulus distributionhas an entropyrate h(S) = 120bitsper second,
because there is an equal chance of a black or white screen (1 bit) selected
randomly at 120 Hz. H(S) > H(R) implies that even if the neuron were
noise free (i.e., H(R|S) = 0), at a resolution of 4 ms, the neuron would not
containalargeenoughrepertoireofspikepatternstolosslesslytransmitthe
stimulus.
The stimulus efﬁciency
I(S;R)
h(S) = 12.7 ± [0.9,0.9]% characterizes how
much of the stimulus the spike train transmits. The low stimulus efﬁciency
suggests several possibilities: the neuron failed to transmit all of the infor-
mation about the stimulus, or the bin size of the spike train is too large to
extract all of the information about the stimulus. The absolute refractory
period of the neuron sets a rough guide to the relevant timescale for the
bin size. Recent work has suggested I(S; R) must be calculated for bin sizes
smaller than the refractory period in order to extract all information about
a stimulus within a spike train (Strong et al., 1998; Reinagel & Reid, 2000;
Liu, Tzonev, Rebrik, & Miller, 2001). However, estimating information rates
7 Because our error bars can be asymmetric, we abbreviate lower and upper portions
of the error bar as the ﬁrst and second items within the brackets.Estimating Information Rates in Neural Spike Trains 1709
Figure11: Reconstructionofabinarystimulus.Intheleftpanel,ashortsegment
ofthedisplayedlightintensitywaveformofthefull-ﬁeldstimulus S(black line)
and the corresponding RGC spike train (below). We calculate the reconstructed
stimulus ˆ S (black dots) by convolving the discretized spike train (δt = 4m s )
with a ﬁlter (right panel) and thresholding the resulting value to a high or
low stimulus intensity. The ﬁlter is the reverse correlation of the spike train
with the stimulus divided by the autocorrelation of the response (Rieke et al.,
1997). This simple decoding procedure recovers at least 3.3 bits per second, or
21.9 ± [1.5,1.7]% of the available information.
at smaller bin sizes require-larger effective conditioning depths D and thus
contains larger data requirements (Kennel et al., 2005). Most important,
the response kinetics of ON-type guinea pig RGCs is slow compared to
the refresh interval of the stimulus (see Figure 11). Thus, we hypothesize
that the stimulus is probably ﬂickering too rapidly for the RGC to respond
accurately.
Average information rates mask the contributions of individual stimuli
andresponses.Recentworkhasinvestigatedseveralextensionsofinforma-
tion rates to measure how well particular stimuli are encoded (DeWeese &
Meister, 1999; Brenner, Strong et al., 2000; Butts, 2003). A trivial extension of
our estimator is to estimate the speciﬁc information rate Isp(s), or the con-
tribution of individual stimuli. For a small segment of the raster in Figure 8,
we plotted Isp(s) for comparison. The gray shadow is the 95% conﬁdence
interval and is largely dominated by the uncertainty in ˆ hnoise. Stimuli elic-
iting silence provide the largest amount of information about the response
because the neural response is reliably silent (Butts, 2003). During periods
of silence, h(R|t) = ˆ hnoise(t) = 0, implying that the speciﬁc information rate
plateaus at
Isp(s) = h(R) − 0 = htotal.1710 J. Shlens, M. Kennel, H. Abarbanel, and E. Chichilnisky
During periods of bursting activity, ˆ hnoise > ˆ htotal, giving a negative speciﬁc
information Isp(s) < 0. Negative speciﬁc information is not only possible
but necessary to maintain additivity, a central assumption of information
theory(Shannon,1948;Brillouin,1956;Fano,1961;DeWeese&Meister,1999;
Abarbanel, Masuda, Rabinovich, & Tumer, 2001). The sign and distribution
of speciﬁc information rates reﬂect the distribution of stimuli selected in
the experiment.
5.3 Comparison to a Decoder. A principal feature of the average mu-
tual information rate I(S; R) is that it does not involve any reconstruction
of the stimulus nor require any speciﬁc model for interpreting a spike train.
However, I(S; R) does bound the performance of any hypothesized decod-
ing algorithm ˆ S = F(R), whether biological or artiﬁcial—meaning that it
measures the performance an optimal decoder could achieve at a temporal
resolution δt. We present a comparison of I(S; R) to a simple decoding pro-
cedure based on linear reconstruction to illustrate this point. This decoding
procedure reconstructs from the spike train R an estimate of the stimulus
waveform
ˆ S ={ ˆ s1, ˆ s2,...},
where the subscript indexestime. The performance of this artiﬁcial decoder
can be judged on an absolute scale relative to the available information,
I(S; R) (Buracas et al., 1998; Warland et al., 1997; Abarbanel & Talathi,
2006).
Because the original stimulus waveform is binary, we constructed a sim-
ple decoder F by convolving the spike train with a ﬁlter and thresholding
the resulting value to a high or low stimulus value. Figure 11 shows a
segment of the resulting reconstruction. We calculated the ﬁlter using the
ﬁrst half of the data (Nδt = 500 s); all subsequent calculations used the
second half of the data set. The ﬁlter (Figure 11, right panel) is the optimal
causal linear estimate of the stimulus given the spike train, calculated by
reverse-correlating the spike train with the stimulus and dividing by the
autocorrelation of the response (Rieke et al., 1997).
Preliminarily we can compare the ability of the decoder F to reconstruct
the stimulus to the best possible predictive power dictated by the infor-
mation rate. We deﬁne the error as a binary random variable E ≡ δ(S  = ˆ S),
where1and0indicateacorrectandincorrectprediction,respectively.Fano’s
inequality (Cover & Thomas, 1991) guarantees that for a binary stimulus
distribution, the probability of an error P(E) implicitly is bounded below
by the equation,
H(E)≥δth (S|R)
=δt [h(S) − I(S; R)]. (5.1)Estimating Information Rates in Neural Spike Trains 1711
Theentropyrateofthestimulus,h(S),is120bitspersecondbyexperimental
design. The difference between the h(S)a n dI(S; R), the latter estimated
from data, gives a lower bound on the entropy rate of the error. Solving
equation 5.1 for P(E) with our results gives a lower bound P(E) ≥ 37.8%.
Empirically,weﬁndoursimpledecoderfailedtopredictthestimulus40.5%
of the time.
We also characterize the performance of the decoder in absolute terms
by examining the reduction in stimulus space to calculate a lower bound
on the information attributed to the decoder,
I(S; F(R)) = h(S) − h(S|F(R)).
We can overestimate h(S|F(R)) by assuming the stimulus estimate ˆ S is
identically and independently distributed (i.i.d.). This assumption ensures
that our estimate of I(S; F(R)) is a conservative lower bound:
I(S; F(R))=h(S) −
1
δt
H(st | shist, ˆ st, ˆ shist)
=h(S) −
1
δt
H(st | ˆ st, ˆ shist)
≥h(S) −
1
δt
H(st | ˆ st)
=h(S) −
1
δt
H(S|ˆ S), (5.2)
w h e r ew eh a v er e c o g n i z e dt h a tS is i.i.d., and hist denotes all previous
values in time up to but not including time t. By the data processing in-
equality, we know that I(S; F(R)) ≤ I(S; R) with equality if and only if F
captures all of the information contained in R (or is a sufﬁcient statistic
of R). For this simple decoding procedure, we recover at least 3.3 bits per
second, or 21.9 ± [1.5,1.7]% of the available information. Building a better
decoding procedure through dimensional reduction of stimulus space or
other biological priors could recover a greater percentage of this available
information and decrease the probability of reconstruction error (Bialek
et al., 1991; Aguera y Arcas & Fairhall, 2003; Simoncelli, Paninski, Pillow, &
Schwartz, 2004; Abarbanel & Talathi, 2006).
6 Discussion
We have discussed how to estimate information rates in neural spike trains
withaconﬁdenceintervalbyextendinganestimatorintroducedinarelated1712 J. Shlens, M. Kennel, H. Abarbanel, and E. Chichilnisky
work (Kennel et al., 2005).8 We apply a time series bootstrap procedure to
estimate the uncertainty in the noise entropy under the (usually unrecog-
nized) assumption that the presented stimulus is but a single example from
someunderlyingdistribution.Wecombinedtheseideastocalculateapoint-
wise speciﬁc information rate Isp(s) and average information rate I(S; R)
in an experimental data set. We calculated the stimulus and response efﬁ-
cienciesto characterizehowwell theneuron conveysinformation aboutthe
stimulus and how well the neuron exploits its capacity to send information.
Finally, we compared I(S; R) to the performance of a simple decoder based
on linear reconstruction.
Testing these ideas in simulation, we developed an empirical means of
judging convergence in real spike trains. Importantly, we showed in sim-
ulation for noise entropy estimation that bias is dominated by the number
of trials NR, while variance is independently dominated by the duration
of each trial NS. This bias-variance trade-off suggests a systematic strategy
for determining experimental parameters for estimating the noise entropy
rate. First, determine the minimal number of trials for convergence in sim-
ulation for a selected bin size (see Figures 1a and 1b). Second, given a ﬁxed
experiment duration, maximize the duration of each stimulus presentation
in order to minimize the estimator variance. Ideally, the duration of each
presentation should be far larger than the correlation length of the neural
respose to ensure ergodicity (see equation 3.2). Finally, on real spike trains
with inherent nonstationarity, our estimator appears convergent, and the
conﬁdence interval captures the range of reasonable variation assuming
the source were stationary. Mitigating the effects of nonstationarity in the
estimate is thus the focus of our experiment and potential future analysis.
Our estimator is a methodological advance because it (1) empirically
converges quickly to the entropy rate (Kennel et al., 2005), (2) removes
heuristic judgements of conditioning depth D (Schurmann & Grassberger,
1996; Strong et al., 1998), and (3) provides conﬁdence intervals about its
estimate.Theﬁrstpointisimperativeforanyestimatorbecauseitminimizes
datarequirements,therebyincreasingconﬁdenceinitsaccuracy.Thesecond
point is a special case of judging the appropriate model complexity for a
neuralspiketrain.Thispointremovesheuristicsandsubjectiveassessments
often relied on in practice in the application of the direct method (Reinagel
& Reid, 2000; Lewen et al., 2001).
Theseheuristicseitherignorethemodelselectionproblemorrejectanes-
timateposthocbasedoninappropriateconvergencebehavior.Forexample,
in the application of the direct method (Strong et al., 1998), physical argu-
ments suggest that a linear extrapolation within a selected scaling region
should provide a good estimate of the entropy rate provided enough data
8 Source code as well as a Matlab interface for both Bayesian entropy rate and in-
formation rate estimation is available online at http://www.snl.salk.edu/∼shlens/info-
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samples exist. Thus, a common post hoc criterion is to reject this extrapola-
tion if deviations from linearity become too large. One difﬁculty with this
approach (aside from the subjective assessment of a scaling region and a
linearity criterion) is that no estimate of the entropy rate is provided if this
posthoccriterionisnotmet.Inotherwords,ifalinearextrapolationispoor,
then no estimate is provided at all. A potential example of this failure can
be observed in the upper-right panel of Figure 2, where deviations from
a linear extrapolation would be large. We view this shortcoming as fun-
damental because it skirts the larger problem of selecting the appropriate
model complexity.
Selectingtheappropriateprobabilisticmodelcomplexityforaspiketrain
allows one to generalize or sample the range of plausible entropy rates as-
sociated with the spike train, thus fulﬁlling the third point above. The
computation of conﬁdence intervals for information rates is unique to our
estimator. A conﬁdence interval provides a means for comparing infor-
mation rates in a statistically signiﬁcant manner. The lack of a reliable,
heuristic-free estimator with an associated error bar has complicated the
application of information theory in empirical data analysis.
Immediate applications of this estimator include several avenues of re-
search where the lack of a reliable estimator has made analysis difﬁcult.
This technique can be applied generally to estimate the information of any
situation with a symbolic observable and the opportunity to repeat stimuli.
We now discuss immediate applications in neuroscience. One important
application is to measure the temporal precision of spike times by com-
paring information rates across high temporal resolutions (Strong et al.,
1998; Reinagel & Reid, 2000; Liu et al., 2001). The selection of the opti-
mal bin size (or any discretization; Rapp et al., 1994) to represent a spike
train remains an open question, potentially resolved through model selec-
tion criteria (Rissanen, 1989). A second avenue is to explore the correlation
structure between neurons by comparing information rates across multi-
ple neurons (Puchalla, Schneidman, Harris, & Berry, 2005; Dan, Alonso,
Usrey, & Reid, 1998; Gat & Tishby, 1999; Reich et al., 2001; Schneidman
et al., 2003). Furthermore, the extension of this estimator to calculate spe-
ciﬁc information quantities (Bezzi et al., 2002; DeWeese & Meister, 1999;
Brenner, Strong et al., 2000; Butts, 2003) suggests the possibility of actively
searching through stimulus space for features that elicit high temporal pre-
cision in single neurons or unique correlational structure between multiple
neurons.
The beneﬁts of this new estimator arise from having a justiﬁed theory
to select the appropriate model complexity for the estimated probabilistic
spiking response P(R|S). Although our model of spiking activity P(R|S)
is statistical and not biophysical, this model does highlight how dynamics
restrict the production of uncertainty in any neuron and, with further cal-
culation, provides an upper bound to judge the quality of any decoding
mechanism—whether experimentally derived or downstream in sensory
processing.1714 J. Shlens, M. Kennel, H. Abarbanel, and E. Chichilnisky
Appendix A: The Politis-Romano (PR) Bootstrap
The PR bootstrap is a numerical procedure used to generate correlated
bootstrap samples from a time series (Politis & Romano, 1994; Davison
et al., 1997). In this appendix Q(t) is a time series discretely sampled at
t = [1,...,tmax]. The bootstrap random variable B = (B1, B2,...)i sal i s to f
time indexes that preserve some of the autocorrelation in Q(t).
The ﬁrst value B1 is chosen at random from the integer time indexes.
Given an already selected time index Bi, with probability p = 1/L (or with
p = 1i fBi = tmax), we choose Bi+1 randomly and uniformly; otherwise,
Bi+1 = Bi + 1. This procedure generates a bootstrap draw B composed of
varying-length blocks of successive time indexes. The bootstrap resample
of the time series is thus Q(B1), Q(B2),...The lengths of these blocks are
exponentially distributed with mean length L. L is a free parameter chosen
to reﬂect the duration of the correlation structure in the time series Q(t). In
the statistical literature, the PR method is often called the stationary boot-
strap because the bootstrap process generating B is statistically stationary,
as opposed to the ﬁxed-L block bootstrap methods previously used, which
are only cyclically stationary.
Several algorithms select L automatically given an observed time series
(Politis & White, 2004). In practice, a simple but common heuristic is to
select L to be a few times the width of the autocorrelation peak of Q(t).
In the raster plots, L is calculated as twice the autocorrelation across the
phase time of the spike rate r(t)o rˆ hnoise(t). Empirically, our results do not
seem todepend signiﬁcantlyon thespeciﬁc choiceof L within awiderange
of reasonable values. We have also used the software in Politis and White
(2004) to estimate L, which results in no appreciable change in the results
presented here.
Appendix B: Simulation of a Refractory Poisson Neuron
In section 4 we use a single model of a neuron to judge the convergence and
quality of our estimate of entropy rates. Our model neuron is an inhomoge-
neous Poisson process with an absolute and relative refractory period. The
goal of this model is solely to provide an approximation of the temporal
dynamics of a neuron (but see Berry & Meister, 1998; Keat, Reinagel, Reid,
& Meister, 2001; Pillow & Simoncelli, 2003; Paninski, Pillow, & Simoncelli,
2004).
The parameters that must be speciﬁed are the relative (and absolute)
refractory periods and the ﬁring rate over time. We matched the absolute
refractory period of a real neuron (4 ms) by identifying the smallest inter-
spike interval in the autocorrelation of the spike train. We used a sigmoidal
recovery function ﬁt to the ﬁring statistics of the spike train to match the
relative refractory period of the neuron (Uzzell & Chichilnisky, 2004).Estimating Information Rates in Neural Spike Trains 1715
We approximated the ﬁring rate using two separate methods. In the
ﬁrst method, we measured the probability of ﬁring in the PSTH of a cell in
responseto385repetitionsoftheanidenticalstimulus8secondsinduration.
We termed this ﬁring rate time series λ1. The ﬁring rate λ1 is effectively a
probability of a spike within the bin size δt. As can be seen from a raster
plot, this quantity varies signiﬁcantly with the stimulus history. Because
λ1 has a limited duration, we generated a second, artiﬁcial ﬁring rate λ2 of
arbitrary length. We generated λ2 by using the correlated bootstrap method
on λ1 (see appendix A) to preserve the correlation structure of λ1.W eu s e d
λ2 to test the estimator convergence over long durations of time.
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